
General Hair extension policies

A consultation is required for any hair extension installation or order.

We require a 25% deposit to purchase the hair needed for your appointment.

FUSE salon and spa cannot be held responsible in any way for your decision in having hair extension 

applied to your hair. In the event that you decide that you no longer want to keep the hair extensions, you 

are fully responsible for the total payment of the hair extensions and services rendered.

You also acknowledge that you understand the entire procedure and the method being used as explained 

to you by your stylist. You are aware that you should keep the extensions in your hair for at least 30 days 

and that you must follow the guidelines for caring for your extensions. You acknowledge that if and allergic 

reaction occurs, FUSE salon and spa is not responsible.

Due to the personal nature of each order, all hair sales are final.

Due to the custom order of your extensions, no refunds are available. 

Installed Hair Extensions Care Guide

As with your own natural hair, shampoo and condition your new extensions when you feel necessary.

When shampooing, be sure to keep hair untangled and uniform. Wash hair with head tilted back. Do not 

rub or massage the hair; use a squeezing motion to saturate the hair with tepid water and shampoo.

Rise hair with care to avoid tangling, run tepid water from root to ends, or top to bottom.

When choosing a conditioner, be sure to purchase a moisturizing professional, alcohol free and 

sulfate-free product.

Use leave-in moisturizing spray conditioner regularly when out in the wind or sun. 

Do not leave conditioner on the bonds for more than 10 seconds, if conditioner is left on the bonds it will 

result softening the bond and compromising the hold.

Towel dry the hair by rolling it or squeezing the water out. Never rub the hair.

It is best to air dry your extensions, however, if you choose to blow dry your hair, us an ion dryer as it will 

remove the moisture quicker and with less heat damage. 
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Never brush wet hair as it will break the strands. Use a pic only. Use a large toothed comb to remove 

tangles, starting at the ends and working your way up to the roots/bonds, 2-3” at a time.

When battling any tangles, do so with patience and diligence. Do not tear at the tangle or force it out.

When swimming, prepare your hair extensions ahead of time by dampening the hair and applying a light 

conditioner. This will prevent the hair from absorbing excessive chlorine or salt water.

When sleeping, swimming or exercising, always braid or wrap your hair to prevent tangling.

When styling fusion tipped hair with hot tools, avoid close contact with the keratin tips; the heat will soften 

the tips and compromise the hold.

Keep these specific tips in mind for fusion bonds:

Do not play with your tips as this will loosen their adhesion. A loop extension brush helps prevent any 

pulling of the bonds. Avoid products that contain alcohol as they may break down the bond.  Clarify your 

hair once every month, if needed, to remove product build up. Bonds should be renewed by a Certified 

extensionist around every 3 months. Only professional Colorist/stylist should address chemical changes to 

your keratin tipped hair extensions. 

Halo Couture Human Hair Extensions: Aftercare Guidelines

now that you've chosen your halo, here are a few tips on how best to look after it! whether you've chosen 

our clip-in, pre-bonded or the halo itself, caring for your new extensions shouldn't be too di�erent from 

caring for your own hair!  Keep your hair clean! shampoo your hair going in a downward motion. condi-

tion and rinse well. brush them carefully and then dry with a hair dryer. 

avoid "air drying" your extensions. squeeze dry with a towel and then blow dry to finish. 

use a wide tooth comb to combat tangling! Try not to back comb your hair too often! this can result in 

cuticle breakage that will result in dryness and matting.

If you sleep wearing your hair extensions, we recommend that you braid them or put them in a loose 

ponytail first, to minimise tangling. this should also be done if you are doing anything energetic that will 

cause the hair to tangle! Use a conditioning spray regularly. at halo we recommend you use our own halo 

conditioning spray which is specially formulated to condition the hair and prolong the life of your hair 

extensions. unlike your own hair, extensions can not produce any oils which moisturize the hair naturally 

so they can become dry if a conditioning spray is not used.

style with care! don't brush too harshly. we recommend a brush with soft bristles! start at the ends of your 

hair and gently work your way up. take your time!

Heat is one of your hair's biggest enemies! try to use a heat protective spray prior to using heat on your 

hair to keep your hair in great condition. and avoid heating one spot for too long - it won't make the curl 

hold any longer or better!
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